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Outline

1. Cosmic dust:

–  Basic properties

–  Formation and destruction

2. Chemical processes on dust surfaces:

–  Accretion

–  Surface reactions

–  Desorption
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I. Cosmic Dust



What is dust?

• Microscopic particles: atoms < size < clusters of molecules

–  Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs): ~0.5–3nm (5–30 Å)  

• Macroscopic particles: size >> molecules

–  Dust grains: > 3nm – 1cm



• Extinction = Absorption + Scattering:  

• Cross-section for grain of radius "a":  

• Size parameter for a wavelength "λ":  

• Complex refractive index:   

• Single-scattering albedo:                           

• Measured refractive indices are needed

Interaction with light: basics definitions

x =
2⇥a

�

Qext = Qabs + Qsca

Cext = �a2Qext

m = n� ik

� = 1�Qsca/Qext

http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/HJPDOC/index.php

http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/HJPDOC/index.php


Q-factors for a spherical particle

Tielens (2007)

5.2 Physical processes 121
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Figure 5.1 The extinction and scattering efficiency calculated using Mie theory
for spherical grains plotted as a function of the size parameter, x = 2!a/".
The adopted optical constants are indicated in the panels. Figure adapted from
H.C. van der Hulst, 1981, Light Scattering by Small Particles, (New York:
Dover).

scattering and the absorption efficiency both approach unity and the extinction
efficiency goes to 2. This result in the geometric optics limit may seem, at first
sight, somewhat paradoxical. However, all the light falling within the geometric
cross section of the grain is either absorbed or scattered. Moreover, the beam of
light is also diffracted (scattered at small angles) at the edges of the grain. This
diffraction also removes exactly an amount of light given by the geometric cross
section. Of course, for objects which are near, this diffraction loss is imperceptible
but at “interstellar” distances this light is lost from the beam.

Sometimes, results such as presented in Fig. 5.1 are used to infer the wave-
length dependence of the extinction and scattering efficiency. However, generally,
the optical constants are not constant with wavelength. Only for truly dielectric

• Rayleigh limit: 

– Scattering: Qsca ∝ λ-4 

– Absorption: Qabs ∝ λ-1

x� 0, |mx|� 0

• Geometric optics: 
– Extinction: Qext = 2 

x⇥⇤, 2x|m� 1|⇥⇤



Dust in the Milky Way: extinction

Optical (λ ~ 0.5 μm)

•Noticed by W. Herschel 

•First dust extinction measurements by Trumpler (1930)

•Modern estimate: 1.8 mag/kpc



•Thermal emission from dust:  Md, Nd

Dust in the Milky Way: emission
Sub-millimeter (λ = 0.85mm / 353 GHz)

Planck 2013 dust map



•Absorption: Qabs ∝ λ-1  ⇒ grain size ≲ 0.1–0.5μm

ESO/NTT

Dust at different wavelengths: B68



•Astronomical spectra:

- ISO: 2 – 200 μm

-SOFIA: 60 – 200 μm

-Spitzer: 5 – 40 μm

-Herschel: 40 – 260 μm

- James Webb Space Telescope: 0.6 –28 μm

•Ground-based telescopes: ~1–3 μm (VLT)

•Laboratory spectroscopy!

Infrared spectroscopy of dust

SOFIA

James Webb Space Telescope 
(NASA)

Herschel (ESO)



IR spectroscopy: solid-state bands

• Water ice (O-H stretching): 3μm

• PAHs (C-H & C-C stretching and bending): 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3μm, …

• Hydrogenated amorphous carbon: 3.4, 6.8, 7.2μm, … 

• Amorphous silicates (Si-O stretching, O-Si-O bending): 9.8, 18μm

• Crystalline silicates (lattice): 10.2, 11.4, 16.5, 19.8, 23.8, 27.9, 33.7, 69μm

Mg2SiO4

MgSiO3

(Mg,Fe)Si2O4 Al2O3(Mg,Fe)Si2O6

Forsterite Enstatite Olivine
Corundum



Boogert et al. (2015)
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Figure 1: Overview of the strongest ice and dust features in the MYSO AFGL 7009S

(Dartois et al., 1998). The calculated spectrum of pure H2O ice spheres at 10 K is

shown (dashed line) to indicate the multiple H2O bands.

2.1 Ice Mapping

Most ice features are detected as pure absorption bands against infrared continuum

point sources. Studies of the spatial variations of the ice properties are therefore

relatively rare, yet very powerful. They often rely on the presence of many point

sources (usually infrared-bright giants) behind clouds (e.g., Taurus; Murakawa et al.

2000). The envelope of a Class 0 YSO was mapped using background Class II LYSOs

(Pontoppidan et al., 2004), and of a dense core using Class I/II LYSOs (Pontoppidan,
2006). Ice mapping is however also possible if the background emission is extended

by scattering from dust in any disk, envelope, or outflow cone (Harker et al., 1997;

Spoon et al., 2003; Schegerer & Wolf, 2010). In addition, scattering by large grains

enhances the short-wavelength wing of the 3.0 µm H2O band (§4.1; Pendleton et al.

1990), which enables mapping of ices in reflection nebulae. This has rarely been

done. Similarly, the lattice modes (∼ 25-300 µm; §4.5) are suited for ice mapping.

They are the only ice bands that may appear in emission, because, in contrast to

the intra-molecular modes, their excitation energy is below the binding energy of the

ices.

Solid-state IR absorption bands: cold dust



Silicate emission at 10μm: warm dust

Bouwman et al. 2001

956 J. Bouwman et al.: Grain processing in Herbig Ae/Be systems

Fig. 4. Fit to the 10 µm silicate feature as observed in our sample of HAEBE stars. Plotted are the continuum subtracted
ISO-SWS spectra and our best fit models. Also plotted for reference are the silicate bands of the ISM towards the galactic
centre, the red supergiant µ Cep, β Pictoris, and the comets C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and 1P/Halley. The dashed line indicates
the position of the amorphous silicate band as observed for the ISM at 9.8 µm. Indicated in the panels are the group to which
the individual systems can be classified on grounds of their overall SED (see Sect. 3.2).

contrast effects with the amorphous silicate and possible
confusion with PAH emission at 11.3 µm. Nevertheless, a
clear trend can be observed in Fig. 6b. However, we do not
find a significant trend if we consider only the HAEBE
stars, in contrast with the strong correlation with grain
size seen in Fig. 6a. We conclude that for our sample of
HAEBE stars the shift in peak position of the silicate fea-
ture is due to a change in grain size, while the degree of
crystallinity plays only a minor rôle.

Interestingly, this situation seems reversed when we
consider β Pic and the two solar system comets in our
sample. Figure 6a shows that, considering the correlation
with grain size, these objects do not follow the trend set
by the HAEBE stars. On the other hand, Fig. 6b indicates
that the shift in peak position of the silicate band seen in
β Pic and the solar system comets correlates well with the
degree of crystallinity. This suggests that for these objects
the shift in silicate band position is mainly due to a high

fraction of forsterite and is not dominated by grain size
effects.

Finally, we note that no correlation between SiO2

abundance and peak position is evident (Fig. 6c).
Figure 7 shows the same mass ratios plotted against

the 8.6 over 9.8 µm flux ratio. No significant correlation
can be found with the mass ratio of 2.0 over 0.1 µm amor-
phous olivine grains or the mass fraction of forsterite.
However, a correlation can be observed with the SiO2 mass
ratio. The least square fit results in b = 1.15 ± 0.05 and
a = 0.059± 0.003.

The relation between the derived mass fractions is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. A correlation between the typical grain
size of the amorphous olivine and the other dust com-
ponents is not found as can be seen from Figs. 8a and
b. Figure 8c, however, does show a possible correlation
between the amount of silica and forsterite. Except for
the objects HD 100546 and HD 150193, the HAEBE stars

• Composition, plus some info on temperature, size



Life cycle of dust in the Milky Way

•Dust around young stars is old, and dust around old stars is young!

Bocchio (2014)



Cosmic dust formation

• Stellar ejecta:

– Winds: giants and AGB stars (~40%)

– Explosions: novae and supernovae (~60%)

• Composition determines mineralogy:

– O-rich ejecta: silicates, oxides

– C-rich ejecta: graphite and soot

– SN: Fe, Ni, Co,…

• Grains gain ~ 50% in mass in the ISM

• Ice forms on grains at <20–100K



Cosmic dust destruction

• UV, gas, CR, grains

• Erosion by FUV photons: E > 5-6 eV 

• Grain-grain collisions: cratering, bouncing, shattering,…  

• Gas-grain collisions: sputtering by ions at V > 50 km s-1 

• Grain destructions by shocks in turbulent ISM:  

– V ~ 50 km s-1: grain-grain collisions (1% efficiency) 

– V > 200 km s-1: sputtering (50% efficiency)

Survival timescale ~ 5 108 yrs < Injection timescale ~ 3 109 yrs!



Cosmic dust: overview

• Dust/gas by mass: ~ 1% 

• Sink of heavy elements (>Na) 

• n(a) ~ a-3.3 grain size distribution

• A typical radius of 0.1μm

• Opacity,  Heating & Cooling

D. Brownlee (2016)



II. Chemical Processes on Dust Surfaces



Dust grains as catalysts for chemistry

• Carbonaceous/silicates

• Size distribution (usually a single size 

in chemical models)

• Fluffy, porous structure (usually 

assumed spherical and compact)

• Molecules stick to dust surface:

◦ ~106 binding sites on 1000Å grain

◦ a binding site has a size ~1Å

◦ ~100–300 monolayers of ice

dust particle from space

dust particle in the models



UV, CR, X-ray 

Chemistry in space: surface processes

I. Accretion

II. Diffusion via hopping or tunneling

III. Surface recombination: H2, H2O, organics,…

IV. Desorption or destruction (UV, X-ray, CR,… )



Two sorts of binding sites for accretion 
Chemisorption

H

H

•Chemical bonds

•Binding energies: ~ 0.5–5 eV 

or >20,000 K

Physisorption

•Weak electrostatic van der 

Waals force 

•Binding energies: ~10–100 meV 

or ~100–10,000 K



Accretion and freeze-out

•Accretion rate:

•Arrival timescale:

nd is dust density, σd is dust cross section,  υ is thermal velocity, 
S is sticking coefficient (~1)

nd ~ 10-12 n, σd ~ 3 10-10 cm2, υ(H) ~ 300 m/s
1000Å grains, dust/gas = 1%, T = 10 K, n = 104 cm-3: 

•Freeze-out timescale:  

– Accretion rate: 10-13 s-1 

–Arrival timescale: ~ 3 days  
–Freeze-out timescale: 3x105 years

tfreeze ⇠ 1/kac ⇡ 3⇥ 109/nH years
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Evidence of accretion of molecules

dust 
peak

C17O(1-0) emission
(Caselli et al. 1999)

CO 
hole

Molecules like CO freeze out in 

the centers of prestellar cores 

(or other cold regions)

L1544



Major ices in the ISM
'Typical' abundances (H2O ice = 100%)

CO few-50%

CO2 15-35%

CH4 2-4%

CH3OH <8, 30%

HCOOH 3-8%

[NH3] <10, 40% (?)

H2CO <2, 7%

[HCOO-] 0.3%

OCS <0.05, 0.2%

[SO2] <=3%

[NH4
+] 3-12%

[OCN-] <0.2, 7% Oberg et al. (2012)



Mechanisms of surface recombination

• Langmuir-Hinshelwood: recombination after hopping/tunneling

• Eley-Rideal: direct “stick-and-hit”recombination 

•Hot-atom: combination of both

• Excess of energy is absorbed by dust lattice



Surface chemistry: rates and timescales

•Diffusion and desorption energies:  Ediff ~ 0.3–0.4 Edes

•Hopping timescale:                th  ~ 1/kh,   s

Ns is surface density of binding sites (~ 2 1014 sites cm-2), Edes 

is desorption (binding) energy, mA is molecular weight

•Surface reaction rate:       kAB = PAB,LH(kh[A] + kh[B])/Nsites /nd,   cm-3 s-1 

•Hopping rate:                        kh = ν0exp(-Ediff/T),   s-1

PAB,LH = α exp(-EAB/T)

Nsites is number of binding sites, EAB is a barrier

•Characteristic frequency: ⌫0 =
q

2NskBEdes,A

⇡2mA
/ 10�12, s�1
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Desorption (binding) energies

Cuppen et al. (2016)

H.M. Cuppen et al.

Table 1 List of experimentally determined binding energies

Species Ebind (K) Prefactor (cm−2 s−1) Comment Ref.

H2 440 amorphous water ice A

480 ± 10 silicate B

555 ± 35 mixed H2O:CH3OH:H2 C

H2O 4800 ± 96 1023±1 graphite D

4800 silicate E

4825 ± 5 unannealed water ice F

5027 ± 87 annealed water ice F

5600 1030 amorphous water ice G

5770 ± 60 1030 crystalline water ice G

5930 ± 240 1028 amorphous silica H

H2CO 3260 ± 60 1028 mixed H2CO:H2O = 1:14 I

3730 ± 110 1028 silicate I

CH3OH 4235 ± 15 pure J

4930 ± 98 6 × 1021±3 graphite/multilayer D

5770 ± 95 9 × 109±3a graphite/monolayer D

CO 826 ± 24 (7 ± 2) × 1026 pure K

828 ± 28 7.1 × 1026 non-porous water ice L

830 ± 40 7.1 × 1026 silicate L

850 ± 55 7.1 × 1026 crystalline water ice L

858 ± 15 7.2 × 1026 pure M

856 ± 15 7.2 × 1026 layered CO–O2 M

865 ± 18 7.2 × 1026 mixed CO:O2 = 1:1/multilayer M

955 ± 18 7.6 × 1011 mixed CO:O2 = 1:1/monolayer M

855 ± 25 pure N

855 ± 25 7 × 1026±1 pure O

880 ± 36 layered H

955 ± 4 pure F

1180 ± 24 (5 ± 1) × 1014a amorphous water ice K

CO2 2235 ± 50 mixed SO2:CO2 = 20:1 J

2270 ± 71 9.3 × 1026 non-porous water ice L

2270 ± 80 9.3 × 1026 silicate L

2360 ± 83 9.3 × 1026 crystalline water ice L

2690 ± 150 pure P

2860 ± 150 mixed H2O:CO2 = 20:1 P

O 1100 amorphous silicate E

1660 ± 60 porous amorphous water ice Q

1765 ± 232 amorphous silicate/monolayer R

1850 ± 90 bare amorphous silicate Q



Surface chemistry rates & timescales
 Cold molecular cloud: 

104 cm-3, 10K, dust/gas = 1%, 1000Å grains, Ediff = 0.3Edes

•Hopping timescale:

H2 (Edes= 440K):              th ~ 5 10-7 s 

C (Edes= 800K):               th ~ 0.03 s 

O (Edes= 1660K):             th ~ 4 109 s or 135 years 

H2O (Edes= 5600K):         th ~ infinity

•Arrival time:  tar ~ 3 days



Surface synthesis of water

O O

H

H 2H

H

Grain surface chemistry

H
O

OH

H2O

O2 O3
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Tielens & Hagen 1982

Postulated 30 years ago, these reactions are now finally being tested 
in the laboratory 

•All reaction steps were studied in laboratory



Missing oxygen problem

•About 1/2 of entire elemental O is missing

•Cannot be in the gaseous species

• Problem with O measurements in the solar photosphere?
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ABSTRACT

In this letter we discuss the oxygen depletion problem and o↵er a solution based on the idea of the
existence of large dust grains in interstellar molecular clouds. Water ice hidden inside such grains can
explain the depletion of elemental oxygen in the interstellar medium.

Keywords: ISM: abundances — ISM: molecules — dust, extinction

1. INTRODUCTION

The depletion of elemental oxygen in the interstellar
medium (ISM) is a long standing problem (Greenberg
1974; Jenkins 2009; Whittet 2010; Poteet et al. 2015;
Jones 2016). A detailed interpretation of observations
clearly shows that oxygen disappears from the gas phase
faster than it can be explained by its incorporation into
refractory silicates and oxides or into ices on the surface
of dust grains (Jenkins 2009; Whittet 2010). The esti-
mated abundance of O fits very well to the observations
in the di↵use interstellar medium and an amount of in-
terstellar O missed along the lines of sight increases with
the increasing number density of the ISM corresponding
to the transition from di↵use to dense phases. Figure 1
illustrates the problem.
As one can see, as much as a third of the total elemen-

tal O budget is unaccounted for in any observed form at
the transition between di↵use and dense phases of the
ISM and as much as a half is missed in dense phases.
One explanation could be that oxygen is trapped with
another equally abundant and reactive species, such as
carbon and hydrogen, in some solid phase (Jenkins 2009;
Whittet 2010). However, to date, there are little if any
observational evidence to support this hypothesis (Po-
teet et al. 2015; Jones 2016). The possible existence of
large, greater than 1 µm in diameter interstellar grains
serving as O-reservoirs has been proposed as another
explanation (Jenkins 2009).
Recently, the composition of interstellar grains along

the line of sight toward the bright star ⇠ Ophiuchi, an
environment near the di↵use-dense cloud transition has
been investigated utilizing archival infrared spectra from
the Spitzer Space Telescope and the Infrared Space Ob-
servatory (Poteet et al. 2015). A strong evidence for the

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the distribution of oxygen
between major reservoirs over a wide range of interstellar
environments, combining observations of element depletion
in the di↵use ISM with those of ices and gaseous CO in
the prototypical dense cloud. UDO - unidentified depleted
oxygen. For details see (Whittet 2010)

presence of sub-micron-sized amorphous silicate grains
with no convincing evidence of H2O ice mantles and
tentative evidence for thick H2O ice mantles on large
(radius of about 2.8 µm) grains was found. It was con-
cluded that near the di↵use-dense ISM transition H2O
ice mantles on nanometre-sized grains cannot be a signif-
icant reservoir of elemental O and any missing reservoir
must reside on large grains that are nearly opaque to
infrared radiation. As discussed by the authors, such a



Surface hydrogenation of CO

•CO is converted to complex organic molecules

Review of Surface Chemistry and Models

Fig. 10 Extended COM
formation network as obtained
from the CO, H2CO, and
CH3OH hydrogenation
experiments by Fedoseev et al.
(2015) and Chuang et al. (2016).
Solid arrows indicate the reaction
less efficient pathways. Figure
reproduced from Chuang et al.
(2016)

no proof for CH3O formation is found by the authors. The barrier-less recombination of
HCO intermediates yielding glyoxal followed by consequent hydrogenation (i.e., the mech-
anism investigated in Fedoseev et al. 2015) yields HC(O)CH2OH and H2C(OH)CH2OH and
is presented in the right panel of the reaction scheme in Fig. 10. Alternatively, the interme-
diate HCO radicals can directly recombine with CH3O or CH2OH to form HC(O)OCH3 and
HC(O)CH2OH, respectively. According to the authors, the recombination of two CH2OH
radicals (dash arrow) seems to contribute less to the formation of H2C(OH)CH2OH.

Chuang et al. (2016) showed that both H-atom addition and abstraction reactions play an
important role in effectively increasing the number of interaction events between reactants
as well as the lifetime of radicals in the ice. This way, more COMs are formed through
recombination of reactive intermediates than previously assumed at 10 K under interstellar
conditions. It is important to note that Fuchs et al. (2009) did not include hydrogen abstrac-
tion reactions when calculating reaction rates. Clearly, the final products they observed in
their experiments were the result of an equilibrium between addition and abstraction reac-
tions. Therefore, the rates inferred by Fuchs et al. (2009) should be regarded as effective
rates. The recent laboratory and modeling advances in our understanding of interstellar sur-
face reactions discussed in this section give a strong indication that the COMs observed in
cold dense molecular clouds have a solid phase non-energetic origin and are most likely
linked to a combination of hydrogenation addition/abstraction reactions and radical-radical
recombination reactions at 10 K. CO-rich ices formed upon the catastrophic freeze-out of
CO molecules onto interstellar grains seem to be the right environment for these surface
reaction to occur efficiently in the ISM.

11 Outlook

In this review, we have summarized the “state-of-the-art” in terms of the methods used
and the data available for treating grain-surface chemistry under astrophysical conditions.
Since the first conceptual models of interstellar grain-surface chemistry, now more than 40
years old (e.g., Watson and Salpeter 1972a; Allen and Robinson 1977; Tielens and Hagen
1982), the general structure of a gas-grain code has not significantly changed. What has
come on leaps and bounds is the advances in experimental techniques that have enabled
the first quantification of many of the parameters required for models including binding

Cuppen et al. (2016)



Surface chemistry: an overview

•Most of reactions were studied in laboratory

•Diffusivity of H: fast already at 10 K 

•Diffusivity of O, C, N is slow at 10 K:  hydrogenation!

•Polyatomic “CHON” COMs: synthesis requires energy 

Cuppen et al. (2016)



From ices to gas: dense cores ⇒ hot cores

Ceccarelli et al. (2010), A&A 521, L22

• Ices are synthesized and sublimated when T increases slowly 

• COMs become detectable 

• High-resolution laboratory spectra!



Desorption

•Thermal evaporation rate:

f is a ratio of grain cooling timescale to the heating timescale

•Photoevaporation rate: kpd = θX YX FUV σd nd,  cm-3 s-1

FUV is UV flux, YX is UV yield of ~ 10-3 – 10-5, θX= nX/ns is the 
surface coverage fraction of the molecule X

•Chemical desorption: products may escape upon recombination

D. Semenov et al.: Benchmarking chemical models. IV. (RN)
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where ni and ns
i are the gas-phase and surface concentrations2

of the ith species (cm−3), klm and kl are the gas-phase reaction3

rates (in units of s−1 for the first-order kinetics and cm3 s−1 for4

the second-order kinetics), kacc
i and kdes

i denote the accretion and5

desorption rates (s−1), and ks
lm and ks

l are surface reaction rates6

(cm3 s−1).7

2.2.1. Gas-phase reactions8

For the benchmarking, we utilize a recent osu_03_2008 gas-9

phase ratefile9. It incorporates the data for the 456 atomic, ionic,10

and molecular species involved in the 4389 gas-phase reactions.11

The corresponding reaction rates are calculated as follows, using12

the standard Arrhenius representation:13

k(T ) = α
" T
300

#β
exp

"
− γ

T

#
, (3)14

where α is the value of the reaction rate at the room temperature15

of 300 K, the parameter β characterizes the temperature depen-16

dence of the rate, and γ is the activation barrier (in Kelvin). We17

utilize this expression for all gas-phase two-body processes, e.g.18

ion-molecular and neutral-neutral reactions.19

For the cosmic ray and FUV ionization and dissociation the20

following prescriptions have been used.21

Cosmic ray (CR) ionization & dissociation. To calculate ion-22

ization and dissociation rates of chemical species by the cos-23

mic ray particles, we utilize the following standard scaling24

expression:25

kCR = αζCR, (4)26

where ζCR = 1.3 × 10−17 s−1 is the adopted CR ionization rate.27

In all benchmarking models, any additional sources of ionization28

such as the X-ray stellar radiation and the decay of short-lived ra-29

dionucleides (e.g., 26Al and 40K) are not considered. This small30

set of reactions includes ionization of relevant atoms and dis-31

sociation of molecular hydrogen. The same expression is used32

to compute photodissociation and ionization by the CR-induced33

FUV photons. Also, the CR- and UV-driven dissociation of sur-34

face species is calculated by the Eq. (4) (616 processes).35

FUV photodissociation and ionization. To calculate photore-36

action rates through the environment, we adopt precomputed fits37

of van Dishoeck (1988) for a 1D plane-parallel slab, using the38

Draine FUV IS radiation field. Unlike in the PDR benchmarking39

study, the self-and mutual-shielding of CO and H2 against UV40

photodissociation are not taken into account for simplicity. The41

corresponding rate is calculated as42

kFUV = α exp (−γAV)χ, (5)43

where AV is the visual extinction (mag.) and χ the unattenu-44

ated FUV flux expressed in units of the FUV interstellar radia-45

tion field χ0 of Draine (1978). We do not take the Lyα radiation46

into account as it requires sophisticated modeling of the radia-47

tion transport – a full-scale benchmarking study by itself (e.g.,48

Pascucci et al. 2004; Röllig et al. 2007).49

9 http://www.physics.ohio-state.edu/~eric/research.
html

2.3. Gas-grain interactions 50

For simplicity, we assume that the dust grains are uniform spher- 51

ical particles, with a radius of ag = 0.1 µm, made of amor- 52

phous olivine, with density of ρd = 3 g cm−3 and a dust-to- 53

gas mass ratio md/g = 0.01. The surface density of sites is 54

Ns = 1.5 × 1015 sites cm−2, and the total number of sites per 55

each grain is S = 1.885×106. The dust and gas temperatures are 56

assumed to be the same. 57

Gas-grain interactions start with the accretion of neutral 58

molecules onto dust surfaces with a sticking efficiency of 100% 59

(195 processes). Molecules are assumed to only physisorb on 60

the grain surface (by van der Waals force) rather than by form- 61

ing a chemical bond with the lattice (chemisorption). The rate of 62

accretion of a gas-phase species i (cm−3 s−1) is given by 63

Racc(i) = kacc(i)n(i), (6) 64

where n(i) is the density of gas-phase species i (cm−3), and 65

kacc(i) = σd⟨v(i)⟩nd the accretion rate. Here σd = πa2
g is the 66

geometrical cross section of the grain with the radius ag, nd 67

is the density of grains (cm−3) and ⟨v(i)⟩ is the thermal ve- 68

locity of species i (cm s−1). The latter quantity is expressed 69

as
$

8kBT/(πµ(i)mp), with T being the gas temperature (K), 70

mp = 1.66054 × 10−24 g is the proton’s mass, µ(i) is the re- 71

duced mass of the molecule i (in atomic mass units), and kB = 72

1.38054 × 10−16 erg K−1 is the Boltzmann’s constant. All con- 73

stants are summarized in Table 2. 74

In addition, electrons can stick to neutral grains, producing 75

negatively charged grains. Atomic ions radiatively recombine on 76

these negatively charged grains, leading to grain neutralization 77

(13 reactions in total). The corresponding two-body reaction rate 78

is calculated as 79

k(T ) = α
" T
300

#β nH

nd
, (7) 80

where nH is the total hydrogen nucleus density (cm−3). This 81

quantity is calculated by the expression 82

nH =
ρ

µmp
, (8) 83

where ρ is the gas mass density (g cm−3), and µ = 1.43 the mean 84

mass per hydrogen nucleus. Consequently, the density of grains 85

nd is expressed as 86

nd =
ρmd/g

4/3πa3
gρdµ

· (9) 87

We consider neither interactions of molecular ions with grains 88

nor the photoelectric effect leading to positively charged grains. 89

In our simplified model used for benchmarking purposes, the 90

surface molecules can leave the grain by only two mechanisms. 91

First, they can desorb back into the gas phase when a grain is hit 92

by a relativistic iron nucleus and heated for a short while up to 93

several tens of Kelvin (160 reactions, cosmic-ray induced des- 94

orption). Second, in sufficiently warm regions, thermal desorp- 95

tion becomes efficient. The thermal desorption for the ith surface 96

molecule is calculated by the Polanyi-Wigner equation: 97

kdes(Td) = ν(i) exp
%
−Edes

Td

&
· (10) 98

Here, ν(i) =
'

2NskBEdes
π2mmp

is the characteristic vibrational fre- 99

quency of the i-th species, Edes its desorption energy (Kelvin), m 100
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•CRP-induced thermal evaporation rate:

the mass of the species, and Td the grain temperature. Desorption1

energies Edes are taken from Garrod & Herbst (2006). We do not2

distinguish between various thermal evaporation scenarios for3

different molecules, e.g. via “volcanic” or multilayer desorption4

(Collings et al. 2004).5

The cosmic ray desorption rate is computed as suggested by6

Eq. (15) in Hasegawa & Herbst (1993). It is based on the as-7

sumption that a cosmic ray particle (usually an iron nucleus)8

deposits on average 0.4 MeV into a dust grain of the adopted9

radius, impulsively heating it to a peak temperature Tcrp = 70 K10

(see also Leger et al. 1985). The resulting rate is11

kcrd = f kdes(70 K), (11)12

where kcrd is the thermal evaporation rate at 70 K times the frac-13

tion of the time the grain temperature stays close to 70 K. The14

fraction f is a ratio of a grain cooling timescale via desorption15

of molecules to the timescale of subsequent heating events (e.g.,16

for a 0.1 µm silicate particle and the standard CR ionization rate17

1.3 × 10−17 s−1 these timescales are ∼10−5 s and ∼3 × 1013 s,18

respectively). Other nonthermal desorption mechanisms (e.g.,19

photodesorption) that can play important roles in chemistry of20

protoplanetary disks are not considered.21

2.4. Surface reactions22

Surface reactions (532 in the network) are treated in the standard23

rate approximation, assuming only Langmuir-Hinshelwood for-24

mation mechanism, as described, e.g., in Hasegawa et al. (1992).25

Surface species are only allowed to move from one surface site26

to another by thermal hopping. When two surface species find27

each other, they can recombine. We assume that the products do28

not leave the surface as the excess of energy produced by such29

a reaction will be immediately absorbed by the grain lattice, i.e.30

we did not include the desorption process proposed by Garrod31

et al. (2007).32

Rate coeffi cients for surface reactions between species i33

and j are expressed as34

ki, j = P(Rdiff(i) + Rdiff( j))/nd. (12)35

Here P is the probability for the reaction to occur. This parameter36

is 1 for an exothermic reaction without activation energy and 1/237

if the two reactants are the same type. For exothermic reactions38

with activation energy Ea (or endothermic reactions), this prob-39

ability is α exp (− Ea
T ), with α the branching ratio of the reaction40

(α = 1/3 if there are three reaction channels). In some cases,41

tunneling effects can increase this probability10. When this is the42

case, P is computed through the following formula (Hasegawa43

et al. 1992):44

P = α exp
!
−2(b/!)(2kBµ(i)mpEa)1/2

"
(13)45

with b the barrier thickness (1 Å) and ! the Planck constant times46

2π (1.05459× 10−27 erg s−1).47

The thermal diffusion rate of species i is48

Rdiff(i) = ν(i) exp
#
−Tdiff(i)

Td

$
/S. (14)49

Here kBTdiff is the activation energy of diffusion for the ith50

molecule.51

10 This process is not included in ALCHEMIC, so has not been tested
in this benchmark.

The diffusion and desorption energies of a limited set of 52

molecular species have already been derived (e.g., Katz et al. 53

1999; Bisschop et al. 2006; Öberg et al. 2007). Moreover, 54

these energies depend on the type of the surface lattice and its 55

structural properties (porosity, crystallinity, e.g., Acharyya et al. 56

2007; Thrower et al. 2009). While diffusion energy of a species 57

must be lower than its desorption energy, the exact ratio is not 58

well constrained for a majority of molecules in our network (ex- 59

cept for H2, see Katz et al. 1999). Following Ruffl e & Herbst 60

(2000), we adopted the Tdiff/Tdes ratio of 0.77 for the all relevant 61

species in the model. 62

It has been proposed that light surface species like H, H2 and 63

isotopes can also quantum tunnel through a potential well of the 64

surface site and thus be able to quickly scan the surface, greatly 65

increasing the effi ciency of surface recombination even at very 66

low temperatures (e.g., Duley & Williams 1986; Hasegawa et al. 67

1992). However, according to the theoretical interpretation of 68

Katz et al. (1999) tunneling of atomic hydrogen on amorphous 69

surfaces does not occur. Therefore, it is not considered in our 70

benchmarking study. 71

Finally, at very low influx of reacting species having a high 72

recombination rate, concentrations on a grain can become very 73

low, leading to a stochastic regime. In this case, surface chem- 74

istry cannot be reliably described by the standard rate equation 75

method, which tends to overestimate the rates. Other approaches 76

like Monte Carlo techniques (e.g., Vasyunin et al. 2009), master 77

equations (e.g., Green et al. 2001), and modified rate equations 78

(e.g., Caselli et al. 1998; Garrod et al. 2009) should then be uti- 79

lized. As shown by Vasyunin et al. (2009), this only happens 80

for rather dilute, warm gas and for very small grains and when 81

quantum tunneling of hydrogen is allowed. Thus, the standard 82

rate equation approach to model surface chemistry is fully justi- 83

fied in our benchmarking study. 84

2.5. Initial abundances and other parameters 85

We use an up-to-date set of elemental abundances from Wakelam 86

& Herbst (2008). The 12 elemental species include H, He, N, O, 87

C, S, Si, Na, Mg, Fe, P, and Cl. Except for hydrogen, which is as- 88

sumed to be entirely locked in molecular form, all elements are 89

initially atomic. They are also ionized except for He, N, and O 90

(see Table 3). All heavy elements are heavily depleted from the 91

gas phase similar to the “low-metal” abundances of Lee et al. 92

(1998). All grains are initially neutral. Since large-scale chemi- 93

cal models with an extended set of surface reactions rarely reach 94

a chemical steady state, all benchmarking tests run over a long 95

evolutionary time span of 109 years (with 60 logarithmic time 96

steps, starting from 1 year). Both chemical codes use the same 97

absolute and relative accuracy parameters for the solution, 10−20 98

and 10−6, respectively. 99

3. Benchmarking models 100

The physical conditions of the five benchmarking cases are sum- 101

marized in Table 1 (see also Snow & McCall 2006; Hassel et al. 102

2008). These are chosen to represent a realistic astrophysical ob- 103

ject yet be relatively simple. We decided to focus first on phys- 104

ical models representative of less complex astrophysical media: 105

a cold core (“TMC1”) and a hot corino (“HOT CORE”). The 106

“TMC1” model has a temperature of 10 K, a hydrogen nucleus 107

density of 2 × 104 cm−3, and a visual extinction of 10 mag. The 108

“HOT CORE” model has a temperature of 100 K, a hydrogen nu- 109

cleus density of 2× 107 cm−3, and a visual extinction of 10 mag. 110
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Desorption of ices: summary

• Thermal desorption: 

◦ ~16–19K for N2

◦ ~20K for CO, CH4 

◦ ~35–40K for CO2

◦ ~55–60K for NH3

◦ ~100K for H2O, CH3OH, heavy COMs

• Photodesorption: regions which UV photons can reach 

• Cosmic rays: low probability, can occur in very dense objects

• Chemical desorption: low probability after each surface reaction



Modern gas-grain chemical models are feasible

~60–75% agreement for 50–60 observed species in molecular clouds

chain molecules. For example, the reaction between atomic
oxygen and C2H5 is a main route to CH3CHO in the chemical
scheme of UMIST, although it is not included in the KIDA
network. Also, when using the UMIST network, there are
various neutral−neutral reactions involving C2H and C4H,
which assist in the formation of CH3C4H and CH3C6H,
respectively, while others involving CN contribute to the
formation of CH2CHCN, CH3C3N, and CH3C5N, and these
reactions are not considered in the KIDA network. Taking into
account that the rate constants of many of these neutral−
neutral reactions are mere estimationsthey have not been
either measured in the laboratory or calculated by ab initio
methodsit is not clear which approach, either including or
excluding them, is more correct. In any case the route toward a
better convergence between different chemical networks
involves necessarily the improvement of current chemical
kinetics data.

3.4. Time Scales

Gas-phase pseudo-time-dependent chemical models of cold
dense clouds can explain the observed abundances of a good
number of molecules. Whether the capability of such a model
to reproduce many of the observed abundances is somewhat
fortuitous or a consequence of processes related to dust grains
or cloud dynamics having little influence on the gas-phase
chemical composition is a matter of much debate. Indeed, on
one hand, a good agreement is only achieved at a given time,
and it depends to a large extent on the elemental composition
adopted, and on the other, we know that grain mantles are
formed in these environments. Moreover, gas-phase pseudo-
time-dependent chemical models also have some remarkable
failures, as in the case of methanol. In spite of the above
drawbacks, a useful exercise that permits an overall view of the
goodness of this type of model is to evaluate the fraction of
molecules which are correctly reproduced by the model at
various times. Ideally, the comparison between observed and
calculated abundances should take into account the un-
certainties in both values. On one side, observed abundances
are affected by telescope instrumental errors and by
uncertainties arising from different assumptions during the
process in which spectral line intensities are converted to
fractional abundances. If these sources of uncertainty can be
adequately constrained, then an error can be associated with an
observed abundance, although the scatter of values found by
different observational studies indicates that the uncertainties
given are in many cases too optimistic. Typically, uncertainties
in observed abundances may vary between a factor of 2 and 1
order of magnitude. On the other side, an error in the
calculated abundances due to uncertainties in the reaction rate
constants can also be estimated. Studies which have undertaken
such a task112,170 have found that the uncertainties in the
calculated abundances increase with time (because of the
accumulative effect of the propagation of uncertainties) and
with the degree of complexity of the molecule (because more
reactions are involved in the synthesis) and take values from
somewhat less than a factor of 2, for simple molecules at early
times, to slightly above 1 order of magnitude, for complex
species at late times. For the sake of simplicity, here we merely
consider that there is agreement between observed and
calculated abundances if both values differ by less than 1
order of magnitude.
The fraction of molecules reproduced by the model using the

above order of magnitude criterion is plotted in Figure 6 as a

function of time. We have compared the abundances calculated
using the KIDA and UMIST chemical networks and adopting
oxygen-rich and carbon-rich conditions with the observed
abundances in the chemically rich dark clouds TMC-1 and
L134N (given in Table 4). In the case of TMC-1, under
oxygen-rich conditions the best agreement between observed
and calculated abundances (about 70% of reproduced
molecules) occurs at an early time of (2−3) × 105 yr. At late
times (after 106 yr) the agreement gets considerably worse
mainly because the abundances calculated for complex species,
such as large carbon chain molecules, fall well below the
observed values. On the other side, the carbon-rich models
show the opposite behavior, with a decline in the agreement at
times between 105 and 106 yr (when large carbon chains are
severely overpredicted by the model) and the best agreement
reached outside this range of times (at 104−105 yr and after 106
yr). The better agreement found with the O-rich elemental
abundances compared to C-rich conditions is in contradiction
with previous chemical models.140,170 The difference is related
to the improvement of gas-phase rate coefficients included in
the model, which demonstrates again the importance of such
developments. As concerns L134N, the best agreement (above
70%) is reached under oxygen-rich conditions at a time of (3−
7) × 105 yr, somewhat later than in the case of TMC-1, while
carbon-rich abundances result in a poorer agreement. We note
that if large carbon chain molecules were considered in the
analysis of L134N (abundance upper limits are however not
available; see Table 4), the results would be qualitatively

Figure 6. Fraction of reproduced molecules (for which the observed
and calculated abundances differ by less than a factor of 10) as a
function of time in TMC-1 (upper panel) and L134N (lower panel).
Solid and dashed lines refer to the KIDA and UMIST chemical
networks, respectively. Black lines correspond to the oxygen-rich case,
while red lines correspond to the carbon-rich case.

Chemical Reviews Review

dx.doi.org/10.1021/cr4001176 | Chem. Rev. 2013, 113, 8710−87378730

Agúndez & Wakelam (2013)



Thank you very much! 

Muchas gracias! 



From diffuse to dense clouds: ice growth

• H2O ice forms at AV ~3, CO ice at  AV ~ 6, CH3OH at AV > 15 mag

Boogert et al. (2015)

18 Boogert, Gerakines, & Whittet

Figure 7: Relation between H2O (black), CO (green), CO2 (red), and CH3OH (blue)

ice column densities and extinction AV for quiescent lines of sight in nearby clouds

and cores. Upper limits are indicated by open symbols. The lines represent linear

fits to the detections. For H2O, data points are shown for the Taurus (circles and

solid line) and Lupus IV (asterisks and dash-dot line) clouds, as well as the L183

(triangles and dashed line) and IC 5146 (squares and dotted line) cores. For CO
and CO2, the data points are for Taurus only, and for CH3OH they are for a variety

of dense cores. The data were taken from Chiar et al. (1995), Whittet et al. (2007),

Boogert et al. (2011), Chiar et al. (2011), Whittet et al. (2013) and Boogert et al.

(2013).

published since the launch of Spitzer Space Telescope in 2003, but the earlier data

have been re-analyzed with new methods or included as comparison objects with

LYSOs in later work (Pontoppidan et al., 2008; Boogert et al., 2008). MYSOs in

the GC region are discussed in §5.5.
The evidence for thermal processing of the MYSO ices is ubiquitous in all the

tracers discussed in §4. This is mostly based on observations along a single line of

sight toward the central object, but ice maps have confirmed it. Using extended

scattered light as a background source, the 3.0 µm band is deep toward a disk-

like structure around the MYSO AFGL 2136, but the ice abundance is suppressed

relative to the surrounding cloud (Holbrook & Temi, 1998), probably as a result of

sublimation. Similar conclusions were drawn for ice maps toward the MYSO S140

IRS1 (Harker et al., 1997).

5.3 Envelopes of Low and Intermediate Mass YSOs

As the link between quiescent clouds and protoplanetary disks that give birth

to potentially life-bearing planetary systems, ices in the envelopes of LYSOs are of

paramount importance. The first (3.0 µm) ice band toward an LYSO was detected



Approaches to model surface reactions

•Rate equations (RE): 

–  "standard formalism; fast 

–  unphysical when surface abundances <1

•Modified rate equations (MRE): 

–  an approximation; slower than RE

–  reaction rate is limited by accretion (>= 2 reactants for a reaction)

•Kinetic Monte-Carlo method (KMC):

–  calculate probabilities of arrival and recombination

–  accurate, very slow

•Other methods: moments, master equation, hybrid, etc.



Seeing cosmic dust with naked eyes

• Sporadic meteors and meteor showers:  e.g. Perseids, Geminids
ESO/Y. Beletsky



How to see cosmic dust with naked eyes

ESO/Y. Beletsky

• Zodiacal light: a glow after sunset (spring) or before sunrise (autumn) 



Forms of carbon present in space



He H

Photosphere
Convective mixingC/O 

core

~0.01–0.1 RSun (~Earth’s radius)

~200–400 RSun(~1AU)

~600–800 RSun(3–4AU)

Dust and molecules in shells of AGB stars

• H/He burning shells, pulsations

• C & O are mixed up till photosphere

• Radiation pressure creates wind

• T goes down outward  ⇒ at T < 3000 K condensation begins

Dust formation, 
stellar winds

Molecular
shell



Dust production in AGB stars

Source
Dust mass loss 

rate, MSun/yr Dust composition

Carbon-rich,      
2–4 MSun

~10-9 – 10-7 
Amorphous carbon, 
PAHs, SiC

Oxygen-rich,
4–8 MSun 

~10-9 – 10-6 
Amorphous & 
crystalline silicates, 
oxides



Supernova 1987A
SN 1987A:Evidence of dust formation in 
early days 

Mikako Matsuura: Dust evolution in the ISM 

Whitelock et al. (1989) 

Dust extinction 

Theoretical light curve  
(56CO+57CO decay only) 

Observed light curve 

• Large Magellanic Cloud

• Dust formation after the 

explosion


